Our Genie Granted Three New Wishes with One Magical Restroom Cleaner!

Sha-Zyme DRC™
DEODORIZER / RESTROOM CLEANER / URINE ODOR ELIMINATOR
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Sha-Zyme™ DRC is a no-rinse daily cleaner and deodorizer formulated to specifically remove restroom soils with enzyme actions to completely remove urine odors. Sha-Zyme™ DRC can be used on porous hard surfaces such as ceramic tile, brick, concrete or any grouted surface without floor finish.

Sha-Zyme™ DRC with powerful deep cleaning action removes soils while the bio-enzymatic action dissolve organic waste on floors that eliminates grime, urine deposits and odors!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

- **Color**: Light Blue
- **Odor**: Fresh Floral
- **pH (conc)**: 9.2 ± 0.2
- **pH (1:64 Use Dilution)**: 7.5 ± 0.5
- **Viscosity (cups)**: < 10
- **Density (lbs/gal)**: 8.4 ± 0.1
- **Solubility**: Complete
- **Organic Odor Elimination**: Excellent
- **Emulsification**: Excellent
- **Bacteria System**: SMB (Synergized Multi-Blend)
- **Concentration of Bacteria**: Over 200 billion/gal.
- **Surface Compatibility**: Safe on all water washable surfaces
- **Shelf Life**: 1 year minimum in original unopened container

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Sha-Zyme™ DRC can be used by hand mopping or through an automatic scrubber. Ideal for urine odor removal.

**FOR CLEANING & MAINTENANCE:**

SHAKE BEFORE USING

1) Using warm water, dilute Sha-Zyme™ DRC at a dilution of 1:64 (2 ounces per gallon of water) into mop bucket or automatic scrubber.
2) Apply solution onto floor using mop or apply through automatic scrubber.
3) Allow 3 - 5 minutes dwell time allowing the solution to penetrate soils, grime and deposits.
4) If needed, brush floor with a stiff bristled brush or automatic scrubber with stiff bristled brush.
5) Pick up solution or squeegee to the drain. Do not rinse. Allow floor to air dry.

**FOR DIFFICULT ODOR CONTROL:**

SHAKE BEFORE USING

1) Perform routine cleaning for the affected area first.
2) Using warm water, make a fresh solution of Sha-Zyme™ DRC at a dilution of 1:20 (6 ounces per gallon of water) into mop bucket or automatic scrubber.
3) Damp mop fresh solution to the affected area.
4) Do not rinse. Allow floor to air dry.
5) Repeat on a frequent basis until odor goes away.